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Contact: James Burgess, 021 565 633, jim.burgess@gmail.com
 
We wish to speak to our submission. Please contact James Burgess to arrange our oral 
submission.
 
Cycle Aware Wellington represents 600 members and supporters.

A summary of our key points
● We support all the walking and cycling projects listed as first and second priority 

activities. 
(relates to q1 of the submission form)

● The programme includes high-cost, large, new projects (third priority) that focus 
on private vehicle transport and have low benefit cost ratios (eg Basin Reserve 
Improvements and Mackays to Peka Peka Expressway). We do not support these 
projects.
(relates to q1 of the submission form)

● Bring forward the Ngauranga to Petone cycleway project to be completed within three 
years: Investigation and design in 2012/2013, and construction in 2013/14.
(relates to q1 of the submission form)

● Give the Ngauranga to Petone cycleway a better ranking to reflect its high benefit cost 
ratio (BCR) and the strong support it received in the Hutt Corridor Plan.
(relates to q2 of the submission form)

● For all expensive (third priority) roading projects, consult cyclists. We can help you 
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incorporate high quality cycle facilities from the outset, avoiding expensive retrofitting in 
the future. Use projects such as the Adelaide Rd and Aotea Quay improvements as an 
opportunity to improve the regional cycle network. 

● Devote a fair share of transport spending to active transport. This is not happening yet. 
 

Cycling and walking ━ key to achieving your transport priorities
We note that the Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS) transport priorities include:

● increase mode share for pedestrians and cyclists
● reduce greenhouse gas emissions
● reduce severe road congestion
● improve regional road safety
● improve land use and transport integration.  

 
Promoting walking and cycling, particularly through the development of new infrastructure for 
walking and cycling, will help NZTA and the Regional Council to achieve these aims.  Cycling 
and walking projects tend to be considerably cheaper than roading projects. They have higher 
BCRs and also have added benefit for public health.
 
We urge the Regional Council to look at overseas examples such as Portland, Oregon and 
Copenhagen. These examples show how increasing walking and cycling in a city can have 
widespread benefits for relatively little cost.
 
Nearly everyone walks, and over one third of New Zealanders have a bicycle. The number of 
commuter cyclists continues to grow. WCC’s 2012 cycle count figures are the highest ever, with 
a peak of 1264 cyclists entering the CBD in one hour ━ more than twenty every minute.  Yet, at 
present, the proportion of transport funding devoted to walking and cycling projects is extremely 
small ━ less than 1% of the transport budget.  
 
We also note that over the timeframe of the RLTP, the proportion of transport funding for 
walking and cycling projects decreases. For a period when oil prices will continue to rise and 
more people are choosing to use alternative (active) forms of transport, this spending cut is out 
of step with society’s needs.

The Ngauranga to Petone cycleway/walkway ━ a lifesaver
This section of 100km/h motorway is the worst gap in the region’s cycling network. We are 
extremely disappointed to see that the bulk of the funding for the Ngauranga to Petone 
cycleway/walkway is to be delayed until 2014 and beyond.  

The current route is dangerous and unpleasant
The current cycle path is impractical and rarely used. It is too narrow to maintain properly, so it 
is littered with glass and debris. The path is only an option in one direction (Petone-Ngauranga) 
as the Petone-Horokiwi section is on motorway shoulder.  For that section, and the entire 
Ngauranga-Petone journey heading north, cyclists are crowded and buffeted by fast-moving 



trucks and other traffic. There is no physical separation, and motorway exits and fuel station 
traffic cross the road shoulder at high speed. These factors make the route dangerous and a 
frightening prospect even for confident, experienced cyclists.

Fixing the ranking and priority
The Ngauranga to Petone cycleway/walkway is currently ranked 9 on the list. It deserves 
a better ranking. We are surprised to see it rated only ‘Medium’ for efficiency. Evidence 
shows a 3.1:1 BCR ━ the highest in the Hutt Corridor Plan. This BCR comes from reduction 
in congestion from increased cycle commuting, health benefits from sustainable transport, 
increased safety, and tourism benefits. The project clearly deserves a ‘High’ efficiency rating 
and a better ranking.
 
Over half of the public submissions on the Hutt Corridor Plan focused on this cycleway ━ it 
was the biggest issue that came out of the consultation process. Urgent implementation of the 
cycleway upgrade was also ranked as the highest priority cycling project in the 2011 Cycle 
Aware Wellington survey on improving cycling infrastructure (451 responses). 

Usage today, and potential as a key part of the region’s cycling facilities
The cycleway is vital to allow safe, comfortable, and attractive bicycling between two major 
regional centres. As noted in the Hutt Corridor Plan, it is of strategic importance in providing a 
cycling network for the region. There is no doubt that an upgraded Ngauranga-Petone walk/
cycleway will be an attractive cycling route. It will attract many more users than the 400 cyclists 
a day SH2 carries at present. The Hutt Road cycle path between Ngauranga and Thorndon is 
already used heavily by bicycle commuters, despite being an inadequate facility. 
 
A survey of staff at one Hutt Valley organisation, GNS Science, indicated that staff who currently 
cycle between Wellington and Avalon would feel more confident if an improved cycling route 
was available. The survey found a significant number would switch to commuting by bicycle if 
there was a separate cycle path between Petone and Ngauranga.
 



Mockup of the Proposed Petone - Ngauranga Shared Path
 
 
The balance of spending
 
We note that while the number of commuter cyclists continues to grow, the budget allocated to 
cycling projects does not reflect this rise.  Less than 1% (Summary Draft RLTP Table 2: Local 
funds m$3.14 of m$326.41, 0.96%) of the proposed budget is allocated to walking and cycling 
projects and it decreases over the three year timeframe in this plan (m$11.17 of m$1,359.75, 
0.82%). We urge the Regional Land Transport Committee to reconsider this and invest more in 
the active modes. 

Who is Cycle Aware Wellington?
We are a voluntary, not-for-profit organisation aimed at improving conditions for existing 
cyclists and encouraging more people to bike more often. We are the local advocacy group 
for cyclists who use their bikes as a means of transport. Since our inception in 1994, we have 
worked constructively with councils on a wide variety of cycle projects.  Cycle Aware Wellington 
represents 600 members and supporters.


